EL is a popular description logic, used as a core formalism in large existing knowledge bases. Uniform interpolants of knowledge bases are of high interest, e.g. in scenarios where a knowledge base is supposed to be partially reused. However, to the best of our knowledge no procedure has yet been proposed that computes uniform EL interpolants of general EL terminologies. Up to now, also the bound on the size of uniform EL interpolants has remained unknown. In this article, we propose an approach to computing a finite uniform interpolant for a general EL terminology if it exists. Further, we show that, if such a finite uniform EL interpolant exists, then there exists one that is at most triple exponential in the size of the original TBox, and that, in the worst-case, no smaller interpolants exist, thereby establishing tight worst-case bounds on their size.
1. Introduction ditionally satisfying particular acyclicity conditions which are sufficient, but not 1 While knowledge bases in general can also include a specification of individuals with the corresponding concept and role assertions (ABox), in this paper we do not consider ABoxes, but concentrate on TBoxes.
∃s.B) = 2. For a TBox T , the role depth is given by d(T ) = max{d(C) | C ∈sub(T )}.
102
Next, we recall the semantics of the DL constructs introduced above, which 103 is defined by the means of interpretations. An interpretation I is given by a set 104 ∆ I , called the domain, and an interpretation function · I assigning to each concept
105
A ∈ N C a subset A I of ∆ I and to each role r ∈ N R a subset r I of ∆ I × ∆ I .
106
The interpretation of is fixed to ∆ I . The interpretation of arbitrary EL concepts T entails an axiom α (in symbols, T |= α), if α is satisfied by all models of T .
111
The deductive closure of a TBox T is the set of all axioms entailed by T . For two
112
arbitrary EL concepts C, D such that T |= C D, we call C a subsumee of D
113
and D a subsumer of C. 
Model-Theoretic Properties of EL Concepts

115
In the following, we provide some results concerning model-theoretic proper-
116
ties of EL concept expressions, which are essentially common knowledge. Nev-117 ertheless, to make the paper self-contained, we include the proofs in the appendix.
118
We first define pointed interpretations as well as homomorphisms between them.
119
Moreover we define the notion of a characteristic interpretation of an EL concept • ϕ(x 1 ) = x 2 ,
127
• x ∈ A I 1 implies ϕ(x) ∈ A I 2 for all A ∈ N C ,
128
• (x, y) ∈ r I 1 implies (ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) ∈ r I 2 for all r ∈ N R .
129
Given an EL concept expression C, we define its characteristic pointed inter-130 pretation (I C , x C ) inductively over the structure of C as follows:
131
• For A ∈ N C ∪ { } we let ∆ I A = {x A } with
132
-A I A = {x A },
133
-B I A = ∅ for all B ∈ N C \ {A}, and
134
-r I A = ∅ for all r ∈ N R .
• For C = C 1 C 2 , we define ∆ I C = {x C } ∪ ι∈{1,2} (∆ I Cι \ {x Cι }) × {ι} 136 with
137
-
{ι} for all A ∈ N C , and
139
-r I C = {(x C , (y, ι)) | (x Cι , y) ∈ r I Cι } ∪ ι∈{1,2} {((y, ι), (y , ι)) |
140
(y, y ) ∈ r I Cι , y = x Cι } for all r ∈ N R .
141
• For C = ∃r.C , we define ∆ I C = {x C } ∪ ∆ I C with
142
-A I C = A I C for all A ∈ N C , and
143
-(r ) I C = {(x C , x C ) | r = r} ∪ (r ) I C for all r ∈ N R .
144
The subsequent lemma shows that characteristic interpretations indeed charac-
145
terize EL concept membership via the existence of appropriate homomorphisms.
146
Lemma 1 (structurality of validity of EL concepts). For any EL concept expres-147 sion C and any interpretation I = (∆ I , · I ) and x ∈ ∆ I it holds that x ∈ C I if 148 and only if there is a homomorphism from (I C , x C ) to (I, x).
149
The next lemma shows that EL concept subsumption in the absence of ter- from (I C , x C ) to (I C , x C ).
155
The proofs of both lemmas can be found in Appendix A. 
Regular Tree Grammars
simply referred to as trees) is denoted by T (F). Let X n be a set of n variables.
162
Then, T (F, X n ) denotes the set of terms over the alphabet F and the set of vari-163 ables X n . A term C ∈ T (F, X n ) containing each variable from X n at most once 164 is called a context. contains the variable X more than once.
170
A regular tree grammar G = (S, N , F, R) is composed of a start symbol
171
S, a set N of non-terminal symbols (non-terminal symbols have arity 0) with
172
S ∈ N , a ranked alphabet F of terminal symbols with a fixed arity such that 
For the purpose of this paper,
184
we also consider commutative associative closure 
commutativity of f 2 .
A Gentzen-Style Proof System for EL
The aim of this section is to provide a proof-theoretic calculus that is sound
197
and complete for general subsumption in EL. We will use this calculus in the EL is shown in Fig. 1 and is a variation of the calculus given by Hofmann [22] . 
207
Within the tree, a parent node is always labeled by the conclusion of a proof rule venience. Fig. 2 shows an example derivation of the sequent ∃r.C 1 C 2 in our 213 calculus w.r.t. the EL TBox T e = {∃r.
We show that the above calculus is sound and complete for subsumptions be-215 tween arbitrary EL concepts. Proof. While the soundness of the proof system (if-direction) can be easily ver-219 ified for each rule separately, the proof of completeness is more sophisticated.
220
Analogously to other proof-theoretic approaches [11, 23] 
225
• ∆ I is the set of elements δ C where C is an EL concept expression;
226
• A I := {δ C ∈ ∆ I | T C A}, where A ranges over concept symbols;
227
• r 
229
We will show that the following claim holds for I:
This claim can be exploited in two ways: First, we use it to show that I is in-233 deed a model of T . Let C D ∈ T and consider an arbitrary concept expression and therefore I |= C D.
242
It remains to prove (*). This is done by an induction over the structure of the 243 concept expression F . There are two base cases:
244
• for F = , the claim trivially follows from (AXTOP),
245
• for a concept symbol F , it is a direct consequence of the definition of our
we now consider the cases where F is a complex concept expression
. . C n can be mutually derived from each other:
consequence of (ANDR); an elimination.
278
Example 3. Consider the terminology T given by (those expressed using Σ) while eliminating all other logical consequences, e.g.,
314
A i+1 A i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.
315
In practice, uniform interpolants are required to be finite, i.e., expressible by 316 a finite set of finite axioms using only the language constructs of a particular DL.
317
It is well-known (e.g., see [19] 
354
Definition 4. The EL TBox T n for a natural number n is given by
In the above TBox, Axiom (5) ensures that a clear bit will be set in the succes- clear also in the successor number.
360
If we now consider sets C i of concept descriptions inductively defined by
and consequently |C i | = 2 (2 i ) . Thus, the set C 2 n −1 contains triply exponentially 363 many different concepts, each of which is doubly exponential in the size of T n 364 (intuitively, we obtain concepts having the shape of binary trees of exponential 365 depth, thus having doubly exponentially many leaves, each of which can be A 1
366
or A 2 , which gives rise to triply exponentially many different such trees). Then 367 we will show that for each concept C ∈ C 2 n −1 it holds that T n |= C B and 368 that there cannot be a smaller uniform interpolant with respect to the signature 369 Σ = {A 1 , A 2 , B, r, s} than the one containing all these GCIs.
370
Based on the above definition, we now prove the following result.
371
Theorem 1. There exists a sequence of EL TBoxes and a fixed signature Σ such 372 that for each TBox (T n ) within this sequence the following hold:
• the size of the smallest uniform interpolant of T n with respect to Σ is at least
Proof. Obviously, the size of T n is polynomially bounded by n. We now consider 377 sets C k of concepts defined above. Since |C k | = 2 (2 k ) , we find that the set C 2 n −1 378 contains triply exponentially many different concepts, each of which is doubly 379 exponential in the size of T n .
380
Obviously, for any k, every concept description from C k contains only signa-381 ture elements from A 1 , A 2 , r, s.
382
It is rather straightforward to check that T n |= C B holds for each concept we assume that this is not the case, i.e., there is a uniform interpolant T and a
393
C ∈ C 2 n −1 where C B ∈ T for any B containing B as a (top-level) conjunct.
394
Yet, C B must be a consequence of T , since it is a consequence of of T n 395 containing only signature elements from Σ and T is a uniform interpolant of T n 396 w.r.t. Σ by assumption. Therefore, there must be a derivation of it. Looking at the 397 derivation calculus from the last section, the last derivation step must be (ANDL) 398 or (CUT). We can exclude (ANDL) since neither ∃r.C B nor ∃s.C B
399
is the consequence of T for any C ∈ C 2 n −2 (which can be easily shown by 400 providing appropriate witness models of T ). Consequently, the last derivation 401 step must be an application of (CUT), i.e., there must be a concept E = C such 402 that T |= C E and T |= E B. Without loss of generality, we assume 403 that we consider a derivation tree where the subtree deriving C E has minimal 404 depth.
405
We now distinguish two cases: either E contains B as a conjunct or not.
406
• First we assume E = E B, i.e. the (CUT) rule was used to derive C B 
417
Hence we have a contradiction.
418
-If G does not contain B as a conjunct, the original derivation of C E
419
was not depth-minimal since we can construct a better one that derives 420 C B directly from C G and G B (the latter being derived from
421
G E B via (ANDR)).
422
• Now assume E does not contain B as a conjunct.
423
We construct a specific interpretation (∆, · I ) as follows ( denoting the 424 empty word):
-We define an auxiliary function χ associating a concept expression 427 to each domain element: we let χ( ) = C (with being the empty 428 word) and, for every wr, ws ∈ ∆ with χ(w) = ∃r.C 1 ∃s.C 2 , we let 429 χ(wr) = C 1 and χ(ws) = C 2 .
430
-the concepts and roles are interpreted as follows:
It is straightforward to check that I is a model of T n . Furthermore using 438 descending induction on the length of w, we can show that for every w ∈ ∆ 439 it holds that w ∈ (χ(w)) I , thus, in particular, ∈ C I . Consequently, due to our assumption, ∈ E I must hold. Now we observe that the restriction of 441 I to the signature elements A 1 , A 2 , r, s is isomorphic to I C (with x C corre-442 sponding to ). On the other hand, as ∈ E I we find by Lemma 1 that there 443 must be a homomorphism from (I E , x E ) to (I, ) and hence to (I C , x C ), 444 thus we can invoke Lemma 2 to deduce that E is a proper "structural super-445 concept" of C, i.e., ∅ |= C E and ∅ |= E C must hold.
446
We now obtain E by enriching E as follows: starting from k = 0 and iteratively incrementing k up to
where, as before,
indicates the ith bit of the number k in binary encoding.
447
Then, E's characteristic pointed interpretation (I E , x E ) satisfies that I E is 448 a model of T n (following from structural induction on subconcepts of E) 449 and its root individual x E is in the extension of E. Still, we find x E ∈ 450 C I E for the following reason: C does only contain signature elements from 451 {A 1 , A 2 , B, r, s}, and the restriction of (I E , x E ) to these signature elements on the role depth, each concept has non-elementary many weak subsumees.
510
Since weak subsumers and subsumees do not add any new consequences,
511
we can safely exclude them.
512
We show that, in case a finite uniform EL interpolant of T with respect to Σ 
532
In what follows, we assume terminologies to be flattened and all concepts structed from a subsumee/subsumer relation pair. As we will show later on, for the 553 computation of uniform interpolants we use only Σ-subsumees and Σ-subsumers.
554
To ensure that the resulting TBox only contains symbols from Σ, we addition-
555
ally avoid references to concept symbols not from Σ by forming subsumptions 556 between their subsumees and subsumers directly.
557
Definition 5. Let T be an EL TBox and Σ a signature. Further, let P , P be a subsumee/subsumer relation pair for T . Then,
In the next subsection, we represent the corresponding subsumee/subsumer 558 relation pair of a classified, flattened TBox T as a pair of regular tree grammars 559 on ranked trees (with concept symbols interpreted as non-terminals and ∃r, as 560 functions). We show that all non-weak subsumees and subsumers entailed by T 561 can be generated by these grammars. To this end, we now analyse the derivation of 
., B n } ∈ Pre(A).
575
We can show the following closure property of Pre.
576
Lemma 6. Let T be an EL TBox and A ∈ sig C (T ). For each K ∈ Pre(A), each
577
B ∈ K and each M ∈ Pre(B), we have (K/{B}) ∪ M ∈ Pre(A).
578
The above lemma can be shown by an easy induction over the derivation of M 579 from B.
580
In essence, the lemma below implies that, in case of flattened terminologies 581 explicitly containing all elements of Pre, we can derive all subsumees of a con- Proof. We apply induction on the length of the proof. We start with the last ap- 
673
The above lemma is focused on the derivation of subsumees. For the com- • there is a conjunct ∃r.C of C 1 such that T |= C C 2 ;
684
• there is a subconcept ∃r.C of T such that T |= C 1 ∃r.C and T |= C 685 C 2 ;
686
The first condition does not hold in this lemma, since A is a concept symbol.
687
Moreover, since in our case T is flattened, for each subconcept ∃r.C of T con- and T |= B 2 C. Since T |= B 1 ≡ ∃r.B 2 , it follows that also T |= A B 1 .
Grammar Representation of Subsumees and Subsumers
In this section, we show how, for a signature Σ, the sets of Σ-subsumees
695
and Σ-subsumers of each concept symbol in a flattened EL TBox T can be 696 described as languages generated by regular tree grammars on ranked ordered 697 trees. In our definition of grammars, we uniquely represent each concept sym-
698
bol A ∈ sig C (T ) by a non-terminal n A (and denote the set of all non-terminals
In what follows, we use the ranked we use a substitution function σ T ,F : B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { }, let R be given by
726
(GL4) n B → ∃r(n B ) for all B ≡ ∃r.B ∈ T with r ∈ sig R (T ) ∩ Σ.
727
Let R be given for all B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { } by
729
(GR2) n B → n B if B = B and either B = or B is the only concept symbol
B} and n ≥ 2,
733
(GR4) n B → ∃r(n B ) for all B ≡ ∃r.B ∈ T with r ∈ sig R (T ) ∩ Σ.
734
For every A ∈ sig C (T ), the regular tree grammar G (T , Σ, A) is given by
737
We denote the set of tree grammars Proof. Flattening and classification can be done all together in polynomial time 744 [11] and yield an at most polynomial result. From this result, the grammars are 745 constructed in polynomial time.
746
The following example demonstrates the grammar construction.
747
Example 5.
In order to flatten the given TBox, we introduce fresh concept names for ∃rA 2 , ∃rB 1 and B 1 B 3 to obtain T :
Let Σ = sig(T ) {B 1 }. Then, we introduce terminals for each concept symbol from Σ and the concept according to (GL1) and (GR1):
If we only use subsumees given before the classification of T , we obtain the following set of transitions R for generating subsumees of concept symbols:
We see that the subsumee ∃r.A 2 B 3 of B 2 is not generated by the above set of transitions. If we classify T before constructing the grammar, we obtain additionally
Accordingly, R is given by Rules 10,13 and, additionally
In the above example, we can generate all non-weak subsumees using the 748 complete grammar construction, i.e., after including the results of classification in 749 addition to transitions representing explicitly given subsumptions. For instance, 750 the subsumee ∃r.A 2 B 3 of B 2 can be generated using the first additional rule in 751 14 as follows:
(∃r (A 1 ), B 3 ).
753
We now consider various properties of the above grammars that are of interest 
757
Theorem 3. Let T be a flattened EL TBox, Σ a signature and A ∈ sig C (T ).
Proof. 
It is easy to check given
2. We use an easy induction on the maximal nesting depth of functions in t 767 using the rules given in Definition 7: 
774
• Assume that t = ∃r(t ) for some term t . Then, the derivation of t 775 from n A starts with n empty transitions (GL2) such that n B for some
776
B ∈ sig C (T )∪{ } is derived, and a subsequent application of (GL4) 777 such that n B for some B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { } is derived. As argued 778 above about the applications of empty transitions, T |= A B holds.
779
Moreover, By Definition 7 (GL4) holds B ≡ ∃r.B ∈ T , and, there-780 fore, T |= A ∃r.B. Let C = C t . Then, by induction hypothesis,
781
T |= B C . Therefore, T |= A ∃r.C , while ∃r.C = C t .
782
• Assume that t = (t 1 , ..., t n ) for a set of terms t 1 , ..., t n . Then, the 783 derivation of t from n A starts with m empty transitions (GL2) such 784 that n B for some B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { } is derived, and a subse-785 quent application of (GL3) such that we derive (n B 1 , ..., n Bn ), where 
799
• Assume that t = ∃r(t ) for some term t . Then, the derivation of t from 800 n A starts with n empty transitions (GR2) such that n B for some B ∈ 801 sig C (T )∪{ } is derived, and a subsequent application of a non-empty 802 transition (GR4) such that ∃r.n B for some B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { } is C t = ∃r.C .
808
• Assume that t = (t 1 , ..., t n ) for a set of terms t 1 , ..., t n . Then, the 809 derivation of t from n A starts with m empty transitions (GR2) such 810 that n B for some B ∈ sig C (T ) ∪ { } is derived, and a subsequent 811 application of (GR3) such that we derive 
817
To be able to show completeness of the grammars, we first show that the com-818 mutative associative closure of the generated G language contains all elements 819 of Pre.
820
Lemma 9. Let T be flattened EL TBox and Σ a signature. Let G = G (T , Σ, A)) 821 and, for a concept symbol A,
Proof. The lemma can be shown by an easy induction on the depth of derivation 823 of K from A. We distinguish three cases for the last derivation step.
824
• If K = {A}, then the lemma is a direct consequence of Definition 7 (GL1).
825
• Assume that K has been obtained from K ∈ Pre(A) by replacing some B
826
by some B such that T |= B B. By induction hypothesis, σ(
829
• Assume that K has been obtained from K ∈ Pre(A) by replacing some Σ, A)) ).
834
As discussed above, grammars do not guarantee to capture weak subsumees 835 and subsumers. Therefore, we obtain the following result for the completeness of 836 the grammars.
837
Theorem 4. Let T be a flattened EL TBox, Σ a signature and A a concept symbol. 
853
• Assume that the role depth is greater than 0. 
) and ∃r f .E f can be obtained from 867 ∃r f .E f by adding arbitrary conjuncts to arbitrary subconcepts.
868
Since each B ∈ M 1 is in Σ, we have n B → B ∈ R by Definition Definition 7 (GR1) n A j → A j ∈ R for all A j . Assume a role depth 0.
878
• Assume that n = 1, i.e., C = A 1 , and assume that A 1 is the only 879 concept symbol such that T |= A A 1 . By Definition 7 (GR2)
881
• Assume that there are more than one concept symbol A i such that
for some x ≥ n. By Definition 7 (GR2), there is n A i → n ∈ R 884 for all A i . By applying (GR1) for all A j and n A i → n , n → for 885 all i > n, we obtain a term t C C , where C is a conjunction of x − n 886 concepts . Thus, the theorem holds for role depth 0.
887
Assume a role depth > 0. For each ∃r k .E k , it follows from Lemma 8 that
and E k can be obtained from E k by removing conjuncts from arbitrary 892 subconcepts.
893
• Assume that there is the only one concept symbol B such that T |= concepts.
898
• Assume that there are more than one concept symbol B such that
for all B i . Now, we derive the term t C C from n A by first applying
.., n B x ) and then proceeding as follows:
904
-from each B i with i > n+m, we derive by applying n B i → n , 905 n → ;
906
-from each B j = A j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we derive A j by applying 
. Given the grammars, the corresponding subsumee/sub- 
961
-it follows from Theorem 4 that there is a concept C 1 such
) and C can be obtained from
963
C 1 by and adding arbitrary conjuncts to arbitrary subcon-
967
-it follows from Theorem 4 that there is a concept C 2 such Σ, B) ) and ∃r.D can be obtained we obtain at most n n N ·m different terms. Since in N ∈ O(2 n ), the size of Further, the authors consider the problem for acyclic EL terminologies. It is in-teresting that, in contrast to acyclic ALC terminologies, for which the problem remains undecidable, for acyclic EL terminologies the complexity goes down to restrictions on rewriting, in that certain signature elements are kept even if not considered relevant. For instance, in [39], we obtain first, preliminary results in this direction. We show that, despite the worst-case triple exponential blowup,
• For C = A ∈ N C , we find x A ∈ A I A , therefore the existence of the homo- find (x C , x C 1 ) ∈ r I C and thus, since ϕ is a homomorphism (x, ϕ(x C 1 ) =
1096
(ϕ(x C ), ϕ(x C 1 ) ∈ r I . Together, this allows to conclude x ∈ (∃r.C 1 ) I .
1097
We proceed with the only-if direction.
1098
• For C = , the case is trivial.
1099
• For C = A ∈ N C , the mapping ϕ = {x A → x} is the required homomor-1100 phism since by assumption it holds that x ∈ A I .
1101
• For C = C 1 C 2 , we have by assumption x ∈ C I = C Proof. For the if-direction, let ϕ be the homomorphism from (I C , x C ) to (I C , x C ).
1111
Now let I be an interpretation and pick an arbitrary x ∈ ∆ I with x ∈ C I . By a homomorphism from (I C , x C ) to (I, x) and by the other direction of Lemma 1,
1114
we can conclude x ∈ C . Thus C I ⊆ C I for all interpretations I and therefore
1115
∅ |= C C .
1116
For the only-if-direction, assume ∅ |= C C . Now consider the pointed inter-pretation (I C , x C ). As the identity on ∆ I C is a homomorphism from (I C , x C ) to 1118 itself, we use Lemma 1 to conclude x C ∈ C I C . By ∅ |= C C we can infer that 
